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Subject:

Factual position regarding news item published on 02.03.2018
in one of the News paper published from Srinagar.

A

News item, published in a Srinagar based newspaper under
the heading “KVIB selected OM candidate in RBA category” on March
02, 2018. The news item is not based on facts and the factual position, as
per available records is listed here under for favour of information:
1) That Dheeraj Kumar son of Suneet Singh, a resident of Village
Dharaphara Post office Malothi , tehsil Bhalla District Doda applied
for the post of executive officer in response to advertisement Notice
No.KVIB/01 of 2016 dated 08.10.2016 under RBA category.
2) As per the application form and the documents attached with it, the
candidate is eligible for the post of executive officer under RBA
category. The candidate appeared in written test under roll no
700276.
3) The candidate namely Dheeraj Kumar has submitted along with his
application form, his RBA certificate issued under No
270.272/RBA dated 12-08-2014 by the competent authority,
copy of the same is enclosed. He is a bonafide RBA candidate.
4) As per the records forwarded by Controller Examination KVIB
(Secretary Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs), Dheeraj Kumar
secured 40 points (marks) in written test and the cut off merit
viz. the list of shortlisted candidates for the post of Executive
Officer under open category was fixed at 39.5 marks. Having
secured more marks than the cut off marks in open category, he
figured under Open Merit in the list of shortlisted candidates for
viva-voce.
5) In Viva voce, Dheeraj Kumar secured 23.25 marks (points)
and his total aggregate score is 63.25 marks. The last
candidate in the waiting list under open merit category for the
Executive Officer, namely Kanav Sharma has secured aggregate of
65.25 marks.
6) Under RBA category, Bazil Khurshid Syed s/o Khurshid Iqbal, a
resident of Anantnag scored 39 points in written test and

24.25 marks in viva voice. Thus, the overall aggregate score of
Dheeraj Kumar and Bazil Khurshid Syed is identical at 63.25
marks.
7) Although, both the candidates have identical aggregate merit of
63.25 marks. The date of birth of Bazil Khurishid Syed is
20.04.1992, while as date of birth of Dheeraj Kumar is
23.01.1991.

